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Abstract
When drone footage emerged of New York City’s COVID-19 casualties being buried
by inmates in trenches on Hart Island, the images became a key symbol for the
pandemic: the suddenly soaring death toll, authorities’ struggle to deal with overwhelming mortality and widespread fear of anonymous, isolated death. The images
shocked New Yorkers, most of whom were unaware of Hart Island, though its cemetery operations are largely unchanged since it opened over 150 years ago, and about
one million New Yorkers are buried there. How does Hart Island slip in and out of
public knowledge for New Yorkers in a cycle of remembering and forgetting – and
why is its rediscovery shocking? Perhaps the pandemic, understood as a spectacular
event, reveals what has been there, though unrecognised, all along.
Key words: Hart Island, COVID-19, ordinary suffering, public memory

Introduction
When New York City began burying COVID-19 casualties in trenches at Hart
Island’s City Cemetery, most New Yorkers were shocked. For many, this was the first
they had heard of this uninhabited and seemingly abandoned place in the Bronx’s
Long Island Sound. Yet, since 1869, New York City’s poor, unclaimed or unidentified have been buried here in massed graves. Inmates from nearby Rikers Island
prison, themselves marginalised citizens, have conducted all the burials here, and
the Department of Correction (DoC) restricted public access, making it difficult
for mourners to visit. Approximately one million New Yorkers are buried here,
unmarked and unmemorialised. Most were ordinary and unexceptional deaths.
Every local government struggles with how best to provide disposals of last resort,
and Hart Island’s trenches are New York’s unusual solution.
Hart Island burials transpire without ceremony. The dead are interred three deep
in plots holding 150 adults or 1,000 babies. The island is commonly referred to as
a mass grave, but this term is misleading, suggesting a pit where bodies are piled.
Rather, it is a massed grave, where the dead are carefully and communally stacked
in trenches and documented to facilitate disinterment, if needed. Today, people
84
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are buried on Hart Island because their families cannot afford the average $10,000
funeral cost, or because the Medical Examiner cannot identify them or find their
next of kin. A rare handful choose it for themselves. Most burials are now conducted
with family consent, but that is often compelled by a lack of alternatives, specifically
a lack of cash and credit.
Yet Hart Island seems to have featured in public discourse only cyclically over its
post-settler history. Despite regular revelations by local and national media every
decade or so,1 which follow similar patterns of outrage, New Yorkers seem repeatedly to forget Hart Island, only to be shocked when next it is brought to their
attention. Here, I consider some ways that these patterns of recognising and forgetting Hart Island are tacitly formed, by examining how the ‘cruddy’2 inequality
it represents is normally somewhat veiled by the haziness of language used to talk
about it, and its comparative and figurative isolation.
I make a broader argument about why Hart Island’s massed burials are persistently difficult to recognise, and shocking when acknowledged. I ask whether
the shock so widely experienced by New Yorkers when confronted by Hart Island
during COVID-19’s first wave can be understood as the distance between two
narratives, one about suffering that is ‘ordinary, chronic and cruddy rather than
catastrophic, crisis-laden and sublime’;3 the other, the shock of recognition that
occurs when a citizen grasps the appalling chronic suffering of others and, crucially,
their ability to overlook it.4
Cross-culturally and historically, granting appropriate death rites to those that
a community deems its members is universal. Death and the state are intimately
connected, co-constituting each other through practices of membership and prohibition. Withholding these rites, then, symbolically and literally reflects exclusion
from the political or moral community. Mass graves are associated with war or
crimes, slavery, epidemic contagion and natural disasters; that is, when exceptional
circumstances supersede normal social rules, either because of an urgent need to
dispose of overwhelming numbers of bodies after crisis or because the dead are
perceived as less than full citizens or fully human (and, in the case of war, potentially both). In most societies, mass graves indicate a bad death, because individual
burial crucially affirms personhood by signalling who is ‘grievable’:5 some lives are
recognised as worth celebrating, while others are deemed less than human and disposed of anonymously. Some societies, such as Japan, have ancient histories of not
burying or interring their dead as ordinary practice, but this is unusual.6 In contrast,
Hart Island’s cemetery differs from most massed graves, being unexceptional, documented, unremarkable, subject to democratic and legal challenge, and ostensibly
open to visiting relatives and public scrutiny. The context of Hart Island’s massed
graves within contemporary peaceful political stability is highly unusual. These
burials materially illustrate a nexus between inequality and symbolic violence, and
their unremarked, unrecognised nature signifies their sustained political legitimacy.
The catastrophe of COVID-19 has made them spectacularly visible, so that these
burials seem simultaneously disclosed and unspoken. They are difficult to talk
about, information about them is often hidden, discovery may be haphazard or
serendipitous, they are challenging to visit and what they represent is confronting
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to admit. When they are revealed for public attention, as they are periodically and
as COVID-19 did so dramatically, the graves appear both commonplace and scandalously transgressive of local norms. The near-ubiquitous shocked reaction and
political reassurances that followed show that, clearly, something serious was at
stake in their revelation.
My analysis begins with Ursula Le Guin’s ‘The Ones Who Walk Away from the
Omelas’.7 This short story describes the exuberant, intelligent people of Omelas,
whose festivities have a Janus-face. All their abundance and delight depends on
a child being held in miserable conditions in a broom closet. If the girl receives
even the smallest kindness, the Omelas’ comfort will evaporate. All the Omelas know about the suffering child, some even visit her. They are sickened and
shocked, but accept that things are what they unjustly are, as the girl is beyond saving. Occasionally, an Omelas citizen leaves, unable to reconcile themselves to the
unjust utilitarian deal underpinning their society. Using this moral vision of misery, Elizabeth Povinelli analyses the potential for life and death in late liberal society
as ‘socially cosubstantial’.8 That is, one person’s happiness is substantially – that is,
significantly and corporeally – within the child’s unhappiness, and one’s physical
well-being, and that of the community, is embodied within her bodily suffering.
Occasionally, cyclically, New Yorkers are shocked to recognise that, somehow, the
broom closet of Hart Island underpins their city’s bright and shining exceptionality.
Commonly, and for 150 years, Hart Island has provided the full stop to individual stories of ordinary suffering and cruddy ways of dying. A Hart Island burial
conforms to Povinelli’s notion of a cruddy quasi-event, an experience shaped by
ongoing circumstances of poverty, isolation and disconnection that is not perceived
as an explicit crisis, though it may be bitterly destructive for the individuals concerned. However, New York’s first wave of COVID-19 was clearly a spectacular event
by Povinelli’s definition. The soaring death toll, constantly itemised by the media,
was unfathomable. The drone images of Hart Island’s trench gave visual form to
what these numbers meant: that masses of New Yorkers were dying of this disease,
and many either had families who could not afford a funeral, or had no one to care
for them when they died. Because events shape narrative as well as ethics in late
capitalism, the pandemic revealed longer-term trends by giving a new spectacular
form to death in lives of ordinary suffering. Specifically, the spectacle here is that
the media drones revealed the everyday circumstances of so many New Yorkers.
The burials signified COVID-19 but also stood metonymically for all Hart Island’s
massed buried dead. Shown en masse, the burials cannot be dismissed as cruddy
quasi-events but carry an undeniable moral weight of appalling human suffering
and societal neglect and indifference. The apparent stark loneliness of Hart Island’s
COVID-19 burials powerfully reiterated that a COVID-19 death was often an isolated one, and this could result in a desolate massed burial. The shock provoked was
partly empathy for those nameless abstracted million New Yorkers buried on Hart
Island, but also the sudden visceral fear that one might know someone there, that
one’s grandmother or uncle, having died alone, could be buried there unknown –
or that this could be one’s own fate.
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As a catastrophe, then, COVID-19 can be made to carry too much narrative significance, because the suffering for which the Hart Island burials became
emblematic is in fact a constant part of New York life. COVID-19 caused specific
and extremely consequential points of suffering through disease and death, but the
mass catastrophe eclipsed the ordinary corrosive individual precarities that led to
illness, mortality and a massed grave. Taking Le Guin’s metaphor, the images of the
Hart Island burials meant that we have all seen the child in the broom closet, we can
no longer say we did not know of her, in fact she has been there all along.
To whom does a Hart Island burial cause suffering, and what form can this take?
In one sense it is the deceased herself, who seems abandoned, has no one of means
to look after her once she has died, or has been separated from such care by circumstances or mismanagement and now lies with strangers. Relatives I met often
worried that their loved one would be unable to ‘rest easy’ in a Hart Island trench.
However, overtly, the bereaved suffer from being unable to attend the burial and
prohibited from memorialising, performing rituals or visiting the grave as they wish
and carrying the affective burden of concern that the deceased remains troubled by
her circumstances of burial. Those whom I met often wished that they could have
prevented the fate of Hart Island and been able to provide for their deceased relative
themselves.
During my fifteen months’ fieldwork in 2019–20 in New York City, I met bereaved
relatives, policy makers and officials, activists, artists, funeral directors, former
inmates, City councillors, cemetery managers and staff, religious leaders, urban
planners, historians, journalists and others: in short, anyone interested or experienced in what happens when a New Yorker needs a funeral but cannot provide it
themselves. I visited Hart Island five times before access closed due to COVID-19;
I volunteered with the Hebrew Free Burial Association, which provides burials for
Jewish people who cannot afford a funeral (keeping them off Hart Island); and I
spent time with City Islanders (the residential area closest to Hart Island). Despite
their different communities of interest with contested responsibilities and concerns, questions of how and when one first learned about Hart Island were always
insightful.
A very public unmasking
Hart Island slips in and out of public knowledge. Throughout the history of Hart
Island’s cemetery, it has almost exclusively come to public interest through media
attention. Reiterations of public exposure, shock, disquiet and forgetting have
marked New Yorkers’ relationships with Hart Island since the cemetery opened
in 1869, just as occurred when COVID-19 drew fresh attention to it. Reporting
sparked an aldermen’s investigation as early as 1874. In his iconic publication about
the everyday squalor of Manhattan’s slums in the 1880s, photojournalist Jacob Riis9
included images of prisoners working in Hart Island’s trench graves. (While the digging is now mechanised, the communal burial method remains largely unchanged,
and Riis’s images show scenes recognisably like the 2020 drone footage.) In 1958,
a reporter described the ‘lonely … little-known island’ where the City’s ‘loneliest’
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Figure 1 ‘The Common Trench’: Hart Island burials circa 1880s. Photo: Jacob A.

Riis (1849–1914). Museum of the City of New York. 90.13.4.86B.

and ‘forgotten’ were buried by prisoners. As Rhiannon, a journalist, told me: ‘We
all imagined the City was better than this. It’s … so Dickensian,’ evoking images
of grotesque hardship, degradation and injustice. For generations, New Yorkers
have been periodically confronted by Hart Island’s incongruity with the city’s liberal
mythology.
On 2 April 2020, activist and artist Melinda Hunt of the Hart Island Project10
released drone images of Hart Island’s massed burials which vividly communicated
the magnitude of the COVID-19 tragedy. Mainstream media followed suit on 9
April. Internationally, the images became a synecdoche and key symbol11 for the
scale of the suffering – of those who died alone and had to be mass buried, and
survivors who had their loved ones buried this way – and of authorities’ struggle
to deal with the excess mortality as humanely as possible. As the pandemic took
hold across the globe, images of overflowing crematoria or bodies stacked awaiting
burial become more common, but the Hart Island images were among the earliest. Further, part of the shock was that the images seemed foreign: I heard people
commenting to each other that it looked like a scene from a developing country,
not America. They also became a symbol for New York City, as the place so unfeeling that they buried their pandemic dead in anonymous trenches. In 2021, 2,666
people were buried on Hart Island, second only to burials recorded in 1988 during
88
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New York’s AIDS epidemic. However, while the cemetery was around six times busier than usual, work on Hart Island continued in ways little changed since burials
began there in 1869. The shock caused by the revelation of New York’s open trench
for its COVID-19 dead reflected a public unmasking of a practice that had been
carried out openly for 150 years.
The footage showed a team of men, some wearing protective hazmat jumpsuits
and respiratory protection masks (known as personal protective equipment, or
PPE), stacking person-sized pine boxes three deep into a trench, side by side in two
rows, each twenty-five boxes long. In the first images from the Hart Island Project,
the men were inmates from nearby Rikers Island; in the photographs taken by journalists a few days later, the workers are contracted labourers, a change accelerated
by COVID-19. The DoC ferry, the Michael J. Cosgrove, carried them to Hart Island,
together with a truck loaded with boxed bodies. A forklift truck entered the trench,
which had been dug out by backhoe earlier in the week, driving down a gradual
slope at one end to deliver several boxes into it. Working together, the men lifted
the boxes from the vehicle into place in the trench. Once the day’s boxes had been
placed, some of the men moved to the top of the trench and shovelled first sand,
then soil, over them. Large ply boards were placed over the boxes at the front of
the trench, both vertically, with braces which helped shore up the boxes, and horizontally, on top, so that the men’s weight was distributed over them to minimise
damage.
Using Rikers Island inmates for labour has been another sign of stigma and
abandonment in this process. Many critics saw the use of inmates to bury the
dead as marking this labour with a troubling banality of exploitation and erasure –
the disenfranchised burying the forgotten. This prison, scheduled for gradual closure, is notorious for violence, criminal neglect, human rights abuses and delays
of justice. Infamously, it disproportionately imprisons, for relatively inconsequential wrongdoing, young Black and Latino men who were unable to afford better
legal representation. This reflects the intersection of racism and incarceration in
the US justice system. The nexus between these ‘public’ burials and the ‘public’
labour provided for them was always uncomfortable for City officials and politicians I spoke with; for instance, take this typical comment from one politician who
told me, ‘Using prisoners to bury the poor? The optics on that! My God.’ However,
in April 2020, as COVID-19 tore through Rikers, and therefore Hart Island’s workforce, the City quietly replaced inmate labour with private contractors, removing
penal labour from the cemetery for the first time since burials began.
By April 2020 the City’s deathcare infrastructure, while not quite broken, was
under extreme pressure. When Hart Island’s burials operate normally, they are invisible and ignorable for all but those directly involved. However, as ‘the normally
invisible quality of working infrastructure becomes visible when it breaks’,12 the
images showed, spectacularly, labour which is usually unseen, as is most death
labour.
Some official reactions certainly saw the footage itself as defacing an otherwise respectful and dignified operation of burials under extreme conditions. Police
detained the drone operator, seized his equipment and erased his data – but not
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Figure 2

Hart Island burials on 9 April 2020. © Lucas Jackson for Reuters.

before he had saved it externally (personal communication). Mayor de Blasio’s comments framed the footage as sensational and distorting. He asserted that ‘there will
be no mass burials on Hart Island’ and that all buried there would be treated ‘with
every measure of dignity and respect’,13 thereby equating mass burial with indignity. Following Le Guin, it seemed that the City could offer no comfort for this
evident suffering by the deceased and their relatives; it could not even be acknowledged, though it can be stigmatised and denied. New Yorkers I spoke with, and the
widespread public reaction, could not reconcile de Blasio’s words with the images
they had seen for themselves of bodies being forklifted into a trench.
More importantly, the images revealed the burials themselves as violating social
norms. They illuminate the social articulation of power, because disposal of the
dead is one way of freezing each individual’s economic, political and material experience. Whatever each life contained, a Hart Island burial records that it concluded
without much social or economic capital, and the death will not be marked by
any form of ritual or ceremony – a desecrating omission. Attending to the burials
means acknowledging that some New Yorkers are destitute, or so socially isolated
that the City can find no one to identify them. The curious complicity is that while
Hart Island is generally unknown, the social truth it represents is already widely
understood.
The difficulties of acknowledging Hart Island
The bodies of the dead are most symbolically potent when absent,14 and the most
dangerously efficacious are those ‘inauspicious dead’15 who have not received proper
90
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ritual and burial. Indeed, the unknown, uncelebrated dead can reveal things about
a society that cannot otherwise be known.17 The final disposition of the material
body reflects the social status of the dead, with rich variation in mortuary practices shaped by cosmology and environment. In the United States,18 and in New
York, generally, these mortuary rituals normatively involve body preparation and
display for visitation, a collective ceremony (funeral/memorial/wake, usually with
the corpse) for the individual’s kin and community, and then disposal by burial or
cremation, with the remains located individually at a spot identifiable by memorialisation and accessible for future visits by the bereaved. There is variation across
faith and ethnic traditions, for example, but these norms are what funeral directors
invariably described to me as a ‘normal’ funeral, and they also reflected my observations. This holds for cremated remains held in urns: the urn is portable and may
be eventually placed in a vault or buried, but until then the place of the deceased
is known. Historian Thomas Laqueur described efforts to name the Hart Island
dead, such as the Hart Island Project’s Traveling Cloud Museum,19 as evidence of
modernity’s ‘age of necronominalism’,20 in which the normative Anglo-American
expectation of an individual named grave makes the unknown dead a ‘moral rebuke’.
Massed graves challenge this normalisation of individualised human remains, and
effectively mute social connections. To be buried promiscuously, in the sense of
indiscriminately mixed, is a lonely burial, separated from family, faith community
or other group. Because Hart Island is difficult to visit, rituals celebrating the continuing bonds21 between the living and the dead are not easily performed publicly or
privately. The lack of headstones and names means there is no legible public display
of these social links.
A cemetery is more than a location where bodies are buried. It is a place apart,
where people can commemorate the dead, perform rituals, visit and memorialise
and honour the deceased according to religious and other traditions. Of course,
active cemeteries also put people in their place, so to speak, marking ongoing hierarchies, relationships and identities in the world relinquished by the deceased. But
they usually do so according to the wishes of the bereaved and their families. By
this definition, and according to many interlocutors, Hart Island falls short in several ways. Generally, in the industrialised countries, and the US particularly, people
expect the deceased to have an individual place and a marker.
Part of Hart Island’s apparent concealment is its unbelievability. People vaguely
realised that the City must provide something for the destitute when they died,
but had not imagined an anonymous trench. Several interlocutors illustrated their
moral shock when first seeing Hart Island’s active burial trench by referencing the
Holocaust, as a kind of shorthand expressing repulsion and disbelief in a culture
where communal burial signals social collapse. ‘You definitely need to prepare yourself for it,’ said one New York City Council official. ‘I’d never … it reminded me of the
camps, concentration camps. Unbelievable, right here [in New York].’ Saxon Palmer,
who worked the burial detail while a Rikers inmate for four months in late 2019,
said, ‘Daily I would say prayers over the bodies as they were going into the pit, but I
mean the pits looked like what I’ve seen from Dachau or Auschwitz, they’re just pits.
It stays with you, all of it.’ Melinda Hunt of the Hart Island Project formerly criticised
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the City for operating ‘a prison for the dead’ and ‘just disappearing people into a
mass grave’,22 as if the burials were an act of state violence against its own citizens.
Using the language of genocide also evoked the unbelievability at the foundation
of recognising and naming what one has witnessed at Hart Island, which seemed
to belong to another country or the past. A prisoner on burial detail during one of
Melinda Hunt’s visits told her simply that, ‘Nobody will believe this potter’s field in
New York even exists unless they see these pictures.’23 He described the existential
problem of imagining Hart Island unless one has seen it for oneself – a common
problem with mass graves.
Hart Island is also often described by New Yorkers as a potter’s field, or pauper’s
burial ground. From the late eighteenth century mass graves became a common
punishment for poverty,24 designed to shame and stigmatise. Hart Island’s burials
reiterate older forms of indigent burial by discouraging ritual, preventing memorial, accommodating forgetting through mundane bureaucracy, in short, designing
a posthumous social suffering that extends to their mourners.25 A pauper’s burial
was further feared because it suggested other potential desecrations, and the dread
of anatomical dissection was well founded. Indeed, those bodies provided with Hart
Island burials were automatically made available for unconsented dissection until
public condemnation halted the policy in 2015.26 Again, this clearly signalled the
deceased’s value to the City, classifying them as a physical resource rather than a
person.
Cycles of accidental discovery – and rediscovery
Learning about Hart Island was often haphazard and serendipitous, I discovered
during fieldwork. For those I met who had searched for missing relatives, finding
out about Hart Island resolved a central mystery in their own lives, and followed a
pattern of ‘drama of revelation’.27 Families searching for missing relatives were often
baffled by nomenclature. The official name for the burial site is City Cemetery on
Hart Island, a title used only within City bureaucracy and by funeral professionals.
I never heard this term given vernacular use. Likewise, the official term for interment on Hart Island is a ‘public burial’, and again, I never heard this description
outside public administration and industry. New York City death certificates list
four options for ‘Method of Disposition’: burial, cremation, entombment or City
Cemetery.28 That public burial in City Cemetery exists as a separate type of disposal
emphasises its distinction from ‘normal’ burial in administrative thinking, whereas
relatives – inasmuch as they could comprehend their options before decisions were
required – often thought that the public burial option may have a structure similar
to and as familiar as that of a ‘normal’ burial, but provided by the City. While Hart
Island is not a public secret in Taussig’s sense of something that everyone knows but
knows not to know, there is good empirical evidence that some people experience
Hart Island as a mystery that needs revelation, or at least exegesis.
The phrase ‘public burial’ has a specific local meaning. Here, the word ‘public’ refers to funding. The alternative is a private funeral, where the person’s
estate or family pays for the funeral and disposition, as these services are entirely
92
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commercially privatised in the United States. In New York, a ‘public’ burial is
somewhat oxymoronic, in terms of something public being ‘open’: the term explicitly means that it is not open to the community at all, in fact the opposite, for there
is no ceremony involving the body and no one may attend the burial. Officially,
this ensured that the public were never at risk from the inmates who performed
Hart Island’s burials; logistics aside, officials also commented that mourners would
find witnessing inmates stacking the deceased into a trench extremely distressing.
The City’s foregrounding of payment also signals official preference for avoiding
more popular but emotive terms, such as potter’s field. Placing this nomenclature in
context helps to assess the social significance of a collective, anonymous municipal
burial ground in a society which valorises individualism, responsibilisation, choice
and private enterprise.
Hart Island’s profile has increased rapidly since around 2011 in particular, thanks
to journalism, and campaigning from several non-profits including the Hart Island
Project, Picture the Homeless, the Interfaith Friends of Potter’s Field and the New
York Civil Liberties Union. Knowledge about Hart Island is available to anyone, with
the crucial caveat that one must know where to look, and is influenced by gradients
of power. However, unless someone knows what they are looking for, and the right
terms to search for, it can remain difficult to find information about a loved one,
because the usual public attitude to Hart Island is silence. Perhaps this should be
unsurprising, in a place that has for so long been dedicated to forgetting, in a city
renowned for its habitual discarding and renewal.
Yet New Yorkers who found that their relatives had been buried on Hart Island
told me repeatedly that not only had they never heard of City Cemetery, they could
not find out anything about it from those they dealt with at hospital morgues or
other City departments. Others were instead told that their loved one was buried
at the potter’s field, but were given no further information with which to find the
site. Shame and stigma often hampered relatives’ investigations. Often, families connected City Cemetery or the potter’s field with Hart Island only accidentally, after
seeing stories about it in the media. Yet I was regularly asked by New Yorkers with
no connection to Hart Island how someone could be buried there without family
knowing about it: was it not true that people were buried on Hart Island only if their
families had abandoned them?

Elaine and Tomika
Elaine Joseph is a gracious, lively, no-nonsense woman raised in lower Manhattan’s
housing projects. She’d retained a quietly commanding presence from her nursing
career, retiring after twenty-three years in the Navy with the rank of lieutenant commander. Elaine had told her story often to the media, and we met regularly at events
involving Hart Island, such as public hearings. She was an extremely impressive public speaker who never used notes. I asked if she would tell me her story and thoughts
in her own words. One freezing winter day we sat in a mid-town mall food hall with
coffee and donuts, and talked.
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In the blizzard of 1978, Elaine’s daughter Tomika was born prematurely, and with
a heart deformation, at Manhattan’s Beth Israel Hospital. As a nurse, Elaine could
tell that her four-pound, three-ounce baby’s chances of survival were poor. Elaine
was sent home to Flatbush, Brooklyn, while Tomika was transferred for emergency
heart surgery to Mt Sinai Hospital, where she died. The snowstorm had paralysed
all transport, and Elaine, grieving, alone and stranded at home, called the hospital
repeatedly to find out how to collect her baby’s body. After four days the hospital
morgue responded, saying Elaine had signed her consent for Tomika to be buried
at the potter’s field. Elaine was adamant that she would never have done this.
‘She said, don’t worry – can you believe it! – she’s already buried,’ Elaine said. ‘I
looked at the death certificate and it said City Cemetery. I said I hadn’t consented
and how could I find out where it was, so I could visit my daughter. She said she
didn’t know.’ Elaine kept searching, a task complicated further by the disappearance
of Tomika’s burial records. It was as though her daughter had vanished. Elaine called
City agencies, searched for city burial services in the Yellow Pages, and visited the
Municipal Archives. But she always received similar answers: no one knew anything
else about it. It was only after seeing a news item in 2009 about the Hart Island
Project that she realised where her daughter was buried. ‘I waited thirty years to
find out City Cemetery was at Hart Island,’ she said, still incredulous. Then, all visits
were prohibited, and Elaine began fighting for this right. She visited for the first time
in 2011 but was still forbidden from finding or visiting her daughter’s approximate
burial location:
Back then when the visits first started they allowed you to go to the island this one time
only, it was called a Closure Visit. You got off the ferry, they took you to the gazebo
right off the wharf and you could sit for a while. That’s all. And there’s guards there in
case … I don’t know what! [laughs] I asked where my daughter was buried, I wanted
to go to there, lay some flowers on her grave. You know, like a normal cemetery. They
couldn’t tell me. It was dirty, there was garbage everywhere. And then a piece of the
gazebo fell on me. It was … a dump. And then you were supposed to have ‘closure’.

In 2014, for the first time, Elaine joined as DoC allowed families to visit their
relatives’ grave sites on the island, some thirty-six years after Tomika had been
buried.
Elaine’s experience was not one of persistent precarity: she had excelled professionally, relished her role as cheery grandmother to a large family and remained
proud of her origins in the Projects. However, her story resonates with the notion of
ordinary suffering.30 Though she had told Tomika’s story many times, her emotion
remained raw as we spoke. Despite her hard work, diligence and endurance, she
bore the burden of chronic harm achieved in multiple unhurried ways. The original bureaucratic mishandling had been compounded through delay, inattention and
indifference, and Elaine’s making the crucial connection to Hart Island had been
pure serendipity.
Fundamentally, Elaine’s story conforms to the notion that abandonment is
foundational in late liberalism.31 The City’s presumption that the baby would be
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relinquished set in motion processes which ensured she was not carefully cared for
by the City, and that, further, her mother’s attempts to do so would be frustrated
for decades. Despite Elaine’s striving to find her daughter, it might seem to anyone
unfamiliar with Tomika’s story that she had been, like a million others, deserted
and forgotten. Further, if the baby was disregarded, then the grief caused by her loss
could be likewise disregarded.
I heard many similar stories. For example, on my first visit to Hart Island I met
a couple whose baby had been buried there a few days earlier, against their instructions; so the pattern continues. Babies and infants represent between a half and a
third of the approximately one million buried on Hart Island.32 Consequently, even
when taking into account new understandings about when life begins, and that
infant mortality is significantly less common and more grievable than when Hart
Island burials began, Elaine and Tomika’s story could easily stand for tens of thousands of other families effectively or inadvertently compelled by the City to perform
abandonment, despite their intense desire and commitment to care for their babies
in death.
COVID-19’s aftermath has provided further evidence for how many families
struggle against a Hart Island burial. New York City increased its burial grant from
$900 to $1,700. This amount would still not cover the costs of a basic funeral. A
year later, officials announced at a public hearing on Hart Island that only 476 of
3,549 burial grant applications (13 per cent) had been approved. Two-thirds were
declined because of missing paperwork, officials explained, and others were simply
abandoned in the process. Over 700 deceased were still being held in refrigerated
morgue trucks on a South Brooklyn pier. However, City officials assured the meeting, these decedents would be buried on Hart Island as soon as families consented
– effectively dismissing the clear evidence that this was precisely what the families
were trying so hard to avoid.
Hidden in plain sight?
Hart Island’s physical and cultural position also hampers public familiarity with it,
as both geography and policy limit access. In the past, burial records and archives
were poorly maintained. It was difficult to visit. DoC operated visits monthly, and
gaining access was somewhat like a prison visit: your attendance must be approved
in advance; you must be checked off the authorised list, present a government-issued
photographic identification, surrender all electronic devices; the only access to the
island was by DoC ferry, then prison bus; and DoC officers attended you throughout. Some relatives found the process intimidating or awkward to arrange around
DoC’s schedule. As Elaine explained, ‘I just want to be able to wake up and see the
sun and decide that today I’ll go visit my daughter. No planning, no nothing, I’ll just
decide and go, like a normal cemetery.’
Once on the island, the landscape itself seems to conspire in concealment. The
land quickly recovers from each open pit, leaving minimal visible evidence of the
deceased save for a burial marker for each trench: ‘Each mass grave … disappears
from view within a season.’33 Earthmoving equipment fills in the hole, and the
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winter kills the crabgrass each year so, after a season enriched by the abundant resident wildlife, the bare earth will sprout spring grass and the land holding the trench
will be detectable only by those who know where to look.
Throughout my fieldwork, I asked New Yorkers what they knew about Hart
Island. Usually, the response was emphatic: ‘I’m a native New Yorker, never heard
of it!’34 A few would offer hesitantly, ‘Isn’t that where they used to bury the bums?’
‘I think I read about that, it’s the potter’s field, right? Where is it again?’ ‘Where is
it, East River somewhere?’ Others confidently told me that the island had closed
years ago, or that the cemetery was no longer used ‘but I don’t know where they
bury the homeless now’, or that the island had opened now and anyone could visit
at any time. Knowledge and its meanings are always dispersed unevenly within a
community. Regarding Hart Island, New Yorkers’ knowledge seemed always partial,
incomplete and fragmentary. If people knew, this was usually through personal connection. Partial knowing or forgetting seemed intrinsic to how New Yorkers lived
with it.
When I asked people why Hart Island was so unknown, a common rationale was
death denial. People also usually indicated its geographical isolation. ‘It’s just so far
out, even for New York,’ explained one interlocutor. ‘How do you even get there? Do
you need a car … and a boat?’ In this city where location and distance are constantly
discussed, as a way of evaluating employment and schools, friendships and romantic
potential, people use place and travel to locate themselves within the parameters of
their neighbourhoods and domains. To make this manageable, large parts of the
City – and the citizenry – need to be carved off and ignored as inaccessible and
irrelevant. For most, Hart Island falls within this category.
Yet Hart Island is exceptional for its scale. It is ‘purportedly the largest tax funded
cemetery in the world’ and the largest cemetery in the United States.35 But its physical and imaginative distance from the City is matched by a ‘remarkable absence of
any significant cultural claim on the island’.36 The inability of many New Yorkers to
locate Hart Island is perhaps unsurprising, when its cultural invisibility is officially
reified by omission from famous City maps. Arguably, the map New Yorkers see
most often is the New York City Subway Map, published by the Metropolitan Transportation Authority and available in all subway stations and many subway cars. Yet,
it omits Hart Island from its graphical representation of public transport routes,
though it includes other islands without subway access. Further, the Panorama of
The City of New York, on display at the Queens Museum of Art and a noted tourist
attraction, was created for the 1964 World’s Fair. Celebrated for meticulous accuracy and continually updated since its creation (including architectural features),
it does not record Hart Island’s existence – even though, in 1964, Hart Island had
a permanent resident population and regular public traffic, albeit both tiny (these
people were employed by the prison or the drug rehabilitation facility operating
there, and some rehabilitation residents were free to come and go; this was decades
before DoC criminalised access to the island). Paul Connerton37 described similar
situations as a community’s topographical forgetting. Of course, places where death
is visible are often sequestered from social life in ways that can make them difficult to
remember.
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Honestly shocking
The shock caused by Hart Island’s COVID-19 burials sits at the interstices of knowing, not knowing and denial. These states include absence and invisibility, public
secrecy,38 indifference, mutual pretence,39 tender deceit,40 ignorance and forgetting.41 Hart Island oscillates between revelation and concealment, presence and
representation, individual knowledge and collective silence. At one extreme of this
enduring and precarious tension lies public recognition – and at the other, its
being unrecognisable and even disguised by bureaucratic language, taxonomies and
processes, social isolation, limited resources, truncated citizenship rights and the
physical remoteness of the dead. These burials remain a conditional benefit fulfilled
by right of belonging to New York City, as federal citizenship documentation is not
required. Yet it has been constructed historically and experientially to sit under the
consciousness of most New Yorkers, though it is reiteratively unmasked, in this case
made publicly legible by transformational disaster. The gradual expansion of Hart
Island’s epistemic community, and its eruption into clear view thanks to COVID-19,
suggests that the Hart Island dead may be due a cyclic reckoning and restoration to
collective memory before they can be safely forgotten again.
Since about 2009, access to information and to the island itself has improved
significantly for those with relatives buried on Hart Island. Throughout, relatives
and friends have publicly insisted on the identities, biographies and remains of the
deceased. These changes broaden Hart Island’s social world and ease its silencing.
Activists hope that interest in Hart Island motivated by COVID-19 will make it
easier for people to find and visit their relatives and friends, affording the ‘social
reconstruction’ of the living’s ability to locate the dead in time and place.42
Elaine may yet get her wish to visit Hart Island like a normal cemetery. In late
2019 the New York City Council signed legislation for Hart Island to pass from
DoC’s jurisdiction over to the Department of Parks and Recreation in July 2021,
aiming to increase public access to the island and enable a culture change. Already,
inmates no longer perform burials, which accords with the new approach. However, exactly what this change means logistically remains unclear: it may be that
Hart Island operates as both the City’s cemetery of last resort and a public park.
But, crucially, the reform process involved no real discussion of ending the system
of massed burials (such as introducing consented cremation, for instance). Instead,
officials and activists have focused on improving the current system through initiatives like increasing public access to the island and removing the penal system
from its operations. The notion of some form of burial assistance is a common and
profoundly ethical one. Reckoning more seriously with massed burial would mean
engaging the complex issues of ethics, inequality, power relations, urban boundary spaces and political belonging that make it difficult for New Yorkers to openly
acknowledge the Hart Island dead.
The pandemic’s first wave in New York City during spring 2020 fulfilled all the
criteria of a disaster narrative. The excess mortality was undeniably catastrophic;
in Povinelli’s terms,43 a crisis event, given form by statistics and made legible by
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media magnification. However, on Hart Island, burials were proceeding much as
they had done for over 150 years, albeit at great pace. To be buried anonymously
without ceremony in a massed grave represents a routine, cruddy, everyday form
of social suffering which usually does not register in the wider community as an
explicit crisis, despite how harsh the experience might have been for the bereaved.
Further, these burials represent the everyday precarity of some New Yorkers who,
despite all efforts, experience forms of suffering which are dull, messy, uneventful
and relentless. They could not raise, if they needed to, enough money for a funeral.
They’ve been there all along, and most New Yorkers know this too. To limit Le
Guin’s metaphor, I am not claiming – not quite – that New Yorkers understand
that some cosmic bargain has been struck so that the well-being of most citizens
utterly depends on others’ suffering. Precarity is something that can be ‘sensed’ in
an environment,44 even if the realisation is not obvious. It would be more precise,
perhaps, to suggest that the pleasures and privileges many New Yorkers enjoy – like
those of Le Guin’s Omelas – relies on them discounting that sensed recognition of
precarity, or forgetting, or habitually minimising the suffering it causes, for nothing
reasonable can be done about it anyway.
So, ultimately, perhaps what many New Yorkers find so confronting about Hart
Island’s burials is their honesty. Usually, death rituals seek by deeds and words to
affirm social relations between the living and the dead, and uphold the latter’s reputation. Whatever the past, the deceased is now precious, beloved and honoured;
shortcomings are forgiven or at least overlooked. It may even require a degree of
insincerity or hypocrisy for the deceased to receive care and regard that was not
always possible during life. This happens within families and friends, and across a
matrix of relationships throughout a person’s social world, such as work or a club
and their broader community. An instructive example is veterans who may live
disenfranchised and destitute, or struggle to secure adequate care for mental and
physical traumas caused by their service, but in death will be honoured as heroes in
special cemeteries dedicated for this purpose and whose memory can be mobilised
in celebrations of nationalism. Arguably, American military cemeteries’ uniform rituals and headstones also diminish the deceased’s individuality, but, crucially, they
embed dead veterans within relationships, in sacred places marked with significant
symbols of social and political belonging. What is remarkable about Hart Island is
that it is not exceptional, it is prosaic.
When a massed grave is a routine, everyday matter, it signals that those buried
here did not greatly matter to those doing the burying, because the norms of offering the dead special care and honour do not apply here. When people describe the
Hart Island burials as disrespectful and undignified, the transgression lies partly in
this bluntly honest indifference. There is no socially mandated pretence that, however neglected in life, they are valued now in death. Such a burial is forthright about
things that are usually denied or left unsaid: those buried here were not due the normal courtesies. The omission is deeply meaningful, and it is understood as uncivil,
that these people are not really valued. What shocks most about Hart Island’s burials
is their frankness.
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